This article in the series on management within the emergency department focuses on the importance of meetings and how to instigate change.

**FEEDBACK**

**Underperforming SpR**

Dr Ireland is not doing well. Evidence is mounting that he is having problems in coping with ill children. The amount of written evidence from within the department and from other departments along with discussion with the other members of senior staff has convinced Mr London that the issues need to be resolved. He has approached the Director of the SpR training programme and they both have decided to seek the advice of the postgraduate dean. Mr London has discussed the issue again with Dr Ireland who still thinks there is no problem with his management of paediatric patients. He is now saying he feels that he is being bullied and is considering talking to the personnel department. He is unhappy that the case is being discussed with the postgraduate dean. The annual training assessments are due. What actions should be taken now?

**Patient with the advance directive**

Dr York went into the department and assessed the patient, discussing the problem with her at length. The patient was clear that she wanted to die and agreed to have a talk with a psychiatrist before she went home. This confirmed the view that the patient was fully competent. Dr York phoned the GP, dictated a discharge letter outlining the episode and her actions, she also offered the patient follow up either at home or in St Jude’s but this was declined.

**The budget**

To balance the budget either the department needs more income or to cut costs or both. However, a first step is to make sure the budget is correct. Errors are particularly common in locum and nursing “bank” or agency costs. It is tedious to check all these details but often the A&E consultant is the only one with the detailed knowledge of staffing. Another major area to scrutinise is the cost for investigations and drugs. A list of the “top 20” drugs by cost may reveal some surprises, thrombolytic agents for example may well be indicated for use in A&E but if you do not have the budget for this development you should be able to put a strong case for an increase in your budget to cover these costs. Increasingly patients destined for in-patient beds are spending longer in A&E and many of the tests ordered by the inpatient teams may appear on the A&E budget. This can be tedious work but some of it might be delegated to a trainee who wishes some management experience, just to show them how exciting management can be!

A case might be made to the Trust that they should seek extra funding. The number of patients attending has increased by 10% over the past two years but no extra funding has flowed to cover this extra work. Not only has the volume of cases increased but more patients are being admitted to hospital. The case mix is more complex and the drug budget shows that more patients are having their treatment started in A&E. A full business case has been prepared showing the extra costs of the work.

The major element in the costs is paying for locums and agency staff. Dr York has proposed that they employ another doctor to cover annual leave or study leave and create some slack in the rota. It is hoped that this could be self financing. However, what type of post should be advertised? Can the department attract quality staff to non-training posts? The nursing problem is more difficult but Sister Oak has indicated that she might be able to employ some of the new recruits to the hospital to do the work.

**The directorate minutes**

Those who have read the minutes of the last directorate meeting (emjoline/SIM88) will be disturbed by many of the issues. Mr London missed this meeting as he was at an APLS course. Dr York was going to deputise but was treating three patients brought into the department with serious injuries after a road traffic accident. This led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input. The threat from the orthopaedic team to stop admitting head injuries led to a number of controversial issues being discussed without A&E input.
the department was expected to perform. They were amazed when it was explained that long trolley times for patients waiting admission were nothing to do with the A&E department but were a symptom of capacity problems in the system. The ideas for improving waiting times were accepted and the plan to give £100 000 to the orthopaedic team for nurse practitioners was put on hold. A summary of the present-ation is given in the internet section.

The Green complaint
This was a complaint that concerned a young woman with meningitis who was sent home. The complaint has been investigated by the Ombudsman and the report has been released. No specific points have been found regarding the clinical decision but major problems in communication have been noted. The report has been picked up by a local newspaper and a highly inflammatory article has been written. This threatens not only the morale of staff but could disrupt the normal pathways of care within the department. How we react to this attack is critical and could have far reaching implications.

**TIME OUT—PEOPLE**

**Managing meetings**

Meetings are a key part of management. They often give the structure to day to day management.

It is probably true that no real decisions are made at meetings but they are an essential part of the structure where strategy is formed, impressions made, and information gathered. Meetings may be informal or have the set structure of a committee with chairman, agenda, and minutes.

Box 2 shows some of the meetings that a lead clinician or clinical director may be asked to attend, the list could be even greater. A manager has to learn to prioritise. Just as dealing with an “in tray” of correspondence you have to decide the relative importance of a meeting and how urgent it is for you to attend personally. This decision is not simple. A relatively minor meeting can be important in terms of networking, influencing, and gaining information. Some meetings will be seen as important “leadership” duties, the departmental staff meetings being a good example.

Examine the list in box 2. What functions do these meetings serve? How would you prioritise? Which would you go to personally, which would you send a deputy to and which can be ignored?

**Preparation**

This part of the article will concentrate on committee meetings. The amount and type of preparation will depend on your role in the meeting and its importance. If you are chairman/secretary of a committee, you will need to set aside time to prepare properly. The minutes of the last meeting should have been circulated shortly after that meeting and all your action points completed. However, it is good practice to ensure you have completed your own action points and if other members of the group are responsible for any key actions then talk to them to make sure that they have carried out the expected tasks. Do this at least a week ahead of the meeting to give yourself and others time to catch up with any outstanding work.

The agenda will need to be developed. This should indicate the person who will present the topic and if any supporting papers are needed. The tabling of long documents for discus-sion wastes committee time. This practice is very common, usually due to bad planning but sometimes used as a deliber-ate strategic device to “push through” a decision without full consideration of the issues, beware “tabled papers” at impor-tant meetings.

Adding times for agenda items can also be useful to try and keep the meeting running smoothly and to give people who need to attend only for specific items an indication of when they should arrive (box 3).

If there are any very important or controversial issues that need to be resolved at the meeting then it is wise to try and discuss these in advance with key people within the organisation. You should have a clear view of how discussion of a topic is likely to develop. This means that there should be no major surprises at the meeting, or so you hope! In these discussions try to remain neutral and keep your own thoughts to yourself. If a very controversial topic is to be discussed then this information gathering may turn into “lobbying”, trying to win allies to your cause and to undermine any opposing arguments. If a topic is of vital import then you may need to prepare a written document to present to the committee.
The meeting
The majority of meetings are straightforward and the management task is to ensure that the meeting keeps to time and gets through the whole agenda giving a reasonable amount of time to each item. The running order of the agenda is important. In general, key topics should be at the start of the meeting but at times those running meetings may try to “bury” an important topic at the end. Box 3 outlines the agenda for that meeting. It all might seem self evident but it is surprising how often details such as the time or place might be omitted (usually by accident but sometimes by design). Note item 3 is not just matters arising but is really a list of action points from the last meeting. This is a powerful device for performance management. It puts committee members on the spot and focuses the work of the committee.

If you are running a meeting then you will need a large number of skills. You should have the chairman’s clear idea of strategy, the company worker’s skills in keeping the team together, being able to subdue talkative members and encourage the shy members. You will need the monitor/evaluator skills to keep people focused on the subject under discussion and ensure that time is kept and you will need your resource investigator skills to draw on contacts and information that will inform debate. This may seem a huge challenge but fortunately many of the skills are transferable from other parts of the job such as teaching or managing a complex resuscitation for team roles see Wardrope and McCormick.

It is good practice to keep notes of a meeting, especially any action points that arise. If there are important points discussed then take careful notes of your own contributions. These can be checked against the minutes later as occasionally they appear to be from a very different meeting to the one you attended.

Post meeting actions
If you are responsible for the minutes do them immediately after the meeting. This is a task that gets harder and more difficult the longer you leave it. Minutes are not only a record of the meeting they should highlight the action points arising from the meeting. It is a good idea to do a separate list of the action points from the last meeting. This is a powerful device for performance management. It puts committee members on the spot and focuses the work of the committee.

If a meeting has made a decision that is unfavourable then you will have to judge your next actions carefully. It is often better to “sleep on it” and carefully consider your response. Try to discuss with a confidential, neutral party. Remember that democracy is sometimes right!

Summary
Meetings may be informal or formal. They are a major part of the management process. You must learn to prioritise the meetings that you wish to attend. Preparation for important meetings is essential. This entails not only preparing yourself but it may involve discussions with others to gauge their opinions and lobby for support. Post meeting work should be organised as soon as possible after a meeting. Good records of all meetings enable the manager to be sure of the discussions and outcomes of the meetings. Reflect on the functions of some meetings you have attended recently. Were they well run? Was the structure good? What makes a good chairman? Were all the action points from the previous meeting carried out?

TIME OUT—MANAGING CHANGE
Never in the field of health care provision has the pace of change been greater. The changing demands and expectations, organisational restructuring and the redefining of the roles of both patients and professionals all combine to make our current environment seem very fluid. To the established certainties of death and taxes, NHS targets can now be added.

Managers have to be able to implement change and ensure the continued provision of care with as little disruption as possible. Managers are meant to “thrive on chaos” and managing an A&E department provides many opportunities for managers to thrive.

Types of change
Change can take many forms
• Incremental change, by a series of small steps, is the commonest change in most medical practice. This is perhaps the least challenging method of change and is the easiest to “sell” to staff. It has a significant problem, that if the pace of change is not maintained, then direction may be lost. To avoid incremental change “losing its way”, there needs to be a clear project plan and rigorous project management.
• A step change is much more obvious. Examples of this would include merging A&E services, opening a new department, or opening a new observation ward. This type of change is often harder to sell and the costs are usually greater. Most of the planning and management is “up front”, well ahead of the time the change starts. The change then happens and the new project is born. In a step change, once the need for change and the funding is agreed, there is less chance that this type of project will be blown off course.
• Transformational change is often a painful process that is required when organisations are in decline or very seriously underperforming. “Root and branch reform” or “process re-engineering” are the types of phrases associated with this type of radical change. Such a project is a major management challenge. It requires a clear vision of the objectives, high level leadership, and often a lot of resources, human if not financial, at least in the short-term.

All of these types of change will be used at some time by an A&E manager, the skill is knowing which change type would be most effective in any particular situation.

Change analysis
The first objective of any change is to define the objectives. Methods of strategic analysis have already been covered in earlier articles in this series. This analysis should help quantify the magnitude of change, the likely sources of resistance and the resources that will be required to make the change happen. We have discussed previously some of the tools that might help such as SWOT analysis or Force Field analysis. There are many others including “Sources and Potency Analysis” and "These are all ways of answering the questions; “what do we want to change?”, “who is going to help us?”, and “what is going to block change?” As an “in tray” exercise apply these tools to the changes suggested in the box 5.

Engineering the climate for change
Your analysis should indicate the major forces behind change and the major blocks that are anticipated. This is where the
There are a number of different charts and methods to help the process (box 6). Milestones (perhaps millstones for some) need to be set down, listing the tasks that need to be done, who will carry out the tasks and when the task should be completed. All those in the project must have input into this process but be wary of extending the deadlines at this stage. Try to keep the schedule as tight as possible.

try to put these ideas into practice. Chose one of the examples in box 5 and set out plan on how you will achieve the change. Set down clear objectives, how success will be measured (preferably in terms of outcome for patients). Use at least one tool to analyse the forces for and against change, and develop a realistic project plan.

TASKS
- What action are you going to take over the SpR? What issues are being raised?

Box 5 How would you bring about these changes?
- Initiating thrombolysis in your department
- Setting up a nurse practitioner minor injury service
- Rebuilding a part of the department
- Redesigning your admissions process

Box 6 Tools to help chart project management (for details see reference 6)
- Work breakdown structure
- Milestone plan
- Gantt chart
- Responsibility chart
- Network diagram
- Risk matrix

hard work starts. It seems that most of the work needs to be done in removing the blocks to change or neutralising these forces. However, this is not work that you can do on your own and you will need allies, probably recruited from those forces positive to the change. Working with a powerful ally, who initially might be ambivalent, can pay dividends but equally might be counter-productive. For example, enlisting the support of the director of finance might be crucial to your plan but if your lobbying is inept you might reveal too much about the possible costs and create a new powerful force against change. Seek out experienced colleagues, especially those who are neutral to the project and take as much advice as you can. This is the time to use the members of your team to fill the chairman and resource investigator roles. If you do not have anyone that fits these roles it is time to develop these traits in yourself.

During this process you will start to form a view as the best way to achieve the desired change. For example, you might have started the project with a view that a large step change might be the best way forward but your soundings indicate that this is not possible and you may have to adopt a more incremental approach.

Whatever the type of change you decide each needs some type of “change management plan”. There are a number of different charts and methods to help the process (box 6). Milestones (perhaps millstones for some) need to be set down, listing the tasks that need to be done, who will carry out the tasks and when the task should be completed. All those in the project must have input into this process but be wary of extending the deadlines at this stage. Try to keep the schedule as tight as possible.

Try to put these ideas into practice. Chose one of the examples in box 5 and set out plan on how you will achieve the change. Set down clear objectives, how success will be measured (preferably in terms of outcome for patients). Use at least one tool to analyse the forces for and against change, and develop a realistic project plan.
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